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We learn something new everyday and being in college we have many different teachers. Each one with 
a unique view and experience to share. There is one teacher who has taught me more than any other. 
Nature. Simply observing the natural world has shown me different perspectives that I could not have 
learned in a classroom. Being in contact with nature has given me a sense of enlightenment and at the 

same time made me feel so humble.
  This month there are many celebrations focused on nature and overall sustainability of the Earth. Take 

some time this week to appreciate and maybe discover all the natural beauty that is right here on our 
campus. 

  Living in a place like Hawai`i we are surrounded with so much natural beauty both on land and under 
the sea. In this special edition of Ke Kalahea we focus on our magical `āina and some of the things we 

love most about this island. 
  Don’t forget to stop and smell the plumerias.

Britni Schock
Editor in Chief
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Alex Lau, a marine science major at UH Hilo, 
believes we need to keep our ‘aina clean, not 
only because it is environmentally friendly, but 
also because of our unique environment here 

in Hawaii.  
  “The land holds resources, culture practices, and histo-
ries. I love Hawaii and taking care of Hawai‘i’s land,” Lau 
said. “Hawai‘i is unique and I want people know and ap-
preciate Hawai‘i`s lands.”
Lau’s love for Hawaii extends to his dinner table.  He regu-
larly shops at the Hilo Farmer’s Market, in order to be able 
to support local farmers and growers.  
  “I really love the farmers market. The market sells pro-
duce special to Hawai‘i -- seasonal vegetables and fruits,” 
Lau said, adding that shopping at the farmer’s market pro-
motes a healthy diet and is affordable for students.  
Lau is so passionate about the environment that he volun-
teers regularly at the Mokupāpapa Discovery Center.  
“I promote marine stewardship and the importance of 
cleaning up and picking up trash, and hopefully influence 
others to do the same,” Lau said. Lau has also volunteered 
for his Education 210 class with Dr. Tobias Irish.
  Irish, a new instructor at UH Hilo, is from Guam.
  “He loves to teach the importance of education, and has 
the impact to challenge the world,” said Irish of Lau, before 
noting that he too loves Hawaii and its beauty. 
Lau feels a great sense of satisfaction being a steward of the 
land who promotes keeping the ‘aina clean.  
  “I feel more connected and close to the land. Caring for 
the island means I'm grateful for the land that provided 
my family and I with a place to live, jobs, community, and 
culture. Hawaii is my home,” Lau said.

KEEP HAWAII 
BEAUTIFUL

Profile of a land steward: Alex Lau
 News Writer Shelbi Shimazu

We are all one Vulcan `ohana that live in a beautiful environment, and we all have 
to pledge to keep the land we live on sparkling and showing the beauty of Aloha. 
Mahalo nā Akua for the land. Mahalo for the mountains, the valleys, and the clean 
fresh air.  Mahalo for the water, and for the gardens pure and sweet.  Mahalo for the 

bounty from the gardens, all the ̀ ono foods to eat. Mahalo for the whales and dolphins, fishes in the 
sea. The humuhumunukunukuapua’a and honu that are beautiful. Mahalo for all the undersea crea-
tures we are blessed to be able to see. Everyone must keep our `aina clean. The aina, you see, takes 
of us. To all our nā kupuna (grandparents) we are passed down their aloha. To all our nā makua 
(parents), we share our love. To all our keiki (children), we all have to teach Aloha i ke kahi i ke 
kahi, meaning, “love one another,” and that extends to our environment, our land, our ‘aina, as well. 

Mālama i ka `āina  me ke aloha e      take care of the land with lots of love
Mālama i ke kai   me ke aloha e       take care of the ocean with lots of love

Mālama i nā po`e  me ke aloha e      take care of the people with lots of love

Mālama I ka `Āina
Commentary by Shelbi Shimazu

Photo by Alyssa GracePhoto by Alyssa Grace

Photo by Alyssa Grace
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Anyone residing in Hawai‘i for more than five minutes is aware that there is something different about this place we so affectionately call home. Life moves 
slower, people are kinder and their is beauty just about everywhere you look. One thing in particular that is easily noticed, is the Hawaiian lei. While 
many people are familiar with the floral, necklace type adornment, few know where the tradition of the lei came from or the original meaning behind it.
  The custom of lei making was introduced to the Hawaiian islands by early Polynesian voyagers from Tahiti. They made lei from many different things. 

There were lei made of flowers, leaves, shells, seeds, nuts, feathers, and sometimes even of bone and teeth from different animals. Most commonly, lei were worn by 
the elite as a way to beautify and set themselves apart from others. 
  There are two different classes of lei, those that are permanent (like those made from teeth, bone, or feathers) and those that only last a short time (like those made 
of flowers and plants). 
  Permanent lei were highly valued and were purposed to be passed down throughout generations. The Lei niho palaoa, a hook-shaped whale’s tooth would be found 
around the neck of an ali’i as it symbolized elevated status. Similarly, the Lei hulu manu is a feather lei that was also highly valued by ali’i. 
  Each lei was intricately crafted together using hundreds of feathers from various native birds. Color was relevant and the deeper the yellow the more sought after 
the feathers were. Following deep yellow was lighter yellow, red, green, and black. In order to attain the feathers needed, bird catchers used snares or sticky sap 
which would trap the birds when they landed. 
They would pluck a few feathers, clean their claws, and let them go.
  In ancient times these lei were worn around the neck or the head, and were also used to decorate the akua loa (long staff) during the makahiki seasons, and also 
on canoes to indicate direction. 
  Today, feathers from non-native birds are used with the use of dyes to create the desired color, though traditional feather lei’s and hat bands continue to be highly 
prized. 
  The lei pupu, or shell lei, are strung either using their natural holes or by drilling them. More than 200 shells can be found on a single strand, and many strands 
make the lei. Shells from the leeward side of Ni’ihau and Kaua’i are highly valued and these lei are still often passed through the generations. 
  Lei hua, or seed lei are made from different types of native seeds and nuts. The most common of this type of lei is the kukui lei. The kukui nuts is sanded, and pol-
ished and the meat is removed before stringing it on a cord to make a lei.
  Temporary lei were made in a variety of different fashions. Despite the fact that they could only be enjoyed for a short time, the ancient hawaiians still devoted 
much time and effort in gathering the desired items and spending numerous hours putting together a lei. 
  The maile lei is the oldest and most popular. Maile was associated with the worship of the gods, especially that of Hula. It also had a significance of peace attached 
to it and often signified an agreement between opposing sides. In a Heiau (temple) chiefs would intertwine two strands of maile signifying peace between their two 
groups. Today these lei are often seen at weddings and other ceremonies.
  ‘Ohi’a lehua is native to Hawaii. It’s flowers range in color from white, yellow, pink, and red. The flowers, leaves, and buds are all used in lei making. Red symbol-
izes sacredness. In ancient times, the correlation between red and sacredness with lehua could be found in many chants and songs and legends of Pele, the volcano 
goddess. 
  Most often the items used to make lei were found in the wild and were purposefully sought after. However, the ‘ilima is a plant that was grown specifically for it’s 
yellow and orange blossoms. Because of their incredibly thin petals, a lei that would be large enough to go around someone’s neck would take hundreds of flowers. 
And because of the difficulty in doing this these lei were also very prized by the ali’i, however, it was a lei that was not reserved specifically for them. ‘Ilima is the 
official flower of O‘ahu and is often worn by hula dancers because of the Goddess of Hula, Laka, whom the ‘ilima blossom was sacred to. 
  A very common and popular lei that is still seen today is the ti leaf lei. The ti leaf was used in numerous ways including sandal making, weather resistant clothing, 
packaging, and even eating surfaces. 
  There are many other plants and flowers that were used in ancient lei making. When foreigners came many new plants came with them which gave Hawaiians new 
items, colors, and textures in which to craft from. Today we see lei made from plumeria, carnations, tuberose, and so much more. 
  While lei making may have begun to distinguish or honor ali’i, it’s significance is still very much alive today. Lei are given to show love, joy, sympathy, accomplish-
ment, greeting, or farewell. It is still a way to honor someone and to show gratitude. It is no surprise that the art of lei making and lei giving is still a time-honored 
tradition, as the lei is symbolically a circle- a shape that has no beginning and no end. It is the greatest adornment of love, the greatest adornment of aloha.

News Writer Heidi Featherstone | Photographer Alexandra Huizar

 Leiwili made from Ti-leaves

Photo by Alyssa Grace
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Many know of the 
popular fact that 
Hawai‘i has 10 of 
the 13 climate zones, 

from polar tundra to desert climate 
and most everything in between. It 

is a place that holds true awe, which few can compare. Oregon may not be able 
to compete with those numbers, but the six climate zones it does have boast of 
outstanding beauty in its own way. From mountains to coastline, high desert 
to lush green valleys, Oregon is a place worth visiting. 
  According to mrreid.org, the Big Island holds a polar tundra climate at the 
summits of Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea. “Below the summits of the Hawaiian 
mountains are narrow bands of continental subarctic climate, and below that 
a region of warm summer continental climate,” states the website. The largest 
area of Hawai‘i is covered by hot summer continental climate.
  As one moves makai, regions of tropical rainforest turn to tropical wet and 
dry climate, humid subtropical climate and even a tiny region of tropical mon-
soon climate. Towards the northeast of Hawai‘i small regions of steppe and 
desert climate reside.
  Oregon, on the other hand, ranges from cold desert to humid continental 
climate. The coastline and into the valleys hold a temperate Mediterranean 
climate with Eastern Oregon known for its cold desert and semi-arid climates. 
According to Köppen Climate Classification, the northeast portion of the state 
conglomerates a mix of warm and temperate continental and Mediterranean 
climates.
  Mt. Hood in the north near Portland and Mt. Ashland in the south near Ash-
land are capped with snow during the winter. 
  Crater Lake can be a snowy wonderland great for cross-country skiing, snow-
shoeing and snowmobiling and in the summer the lake is a great spot to fish. 
Hiking around the crater can be a breathtaking adventure, both literally and 
figuratively. Other lakes and reservoirs provide prime places for boating, wa-
terskiing and wakeboarding.
  The coastal cities provide a cozy beach-town feel. Port Orford, Bandon and 
Seaside especially are known for their old town boardwalks and access to the 
beach is never hard to find. 
  The Columbia Gorge in the northeast and the Deschutes River near Bend 
(Eastern Oregon) host a multitude of summer activities like windsurfing, pad-

dle boarding, floating in tubes and rafts among other things. 
  The Rogue River Valley, Umpqua Valley and Willamette Valley are all nestled 
between the coast and Cascade mountain range and cradles many of the major 
cities such as Medford, Ashland, Roseburg and Eugene on Interstate 5.
  The Umpqua Valley is also known for its microbreweries and wine-producing 
vineyards. This area of Oregon is said to be comparable to the vineyards of 
Europe because it shares a very similar Mediterranean climate.
  According to umpquavalley-
wineries.org, “…many parts 
of Oregon have comparable 
climate during the growing 
season to regions in Spain, par-
ticularly the warmer parts of 
Oregon…”
  In terms of comparison from 
portland.climatemps.com, 
some quick facts about Port-
land, OR and Hilo, HI are:
·      Portland, Oregon has a 
Mediterranean warm climate 
(Csb) whereas Hilo, (Big Is-
land), Hawaii has a tropical 
rainforest climate (Af).
·      Portland, Oregon is in or 
near the warm temperate moist 
forest biome whereas Hilo, (Big 
Island), Hawaii is in or near the 
subtropical dry forest biome.
·      The annual average temperature in Portland, Oregon is 11.3 °C (20.3°F) 
cooler.
·      Average monthly temperatures vary by 13.6 °C (24.5°F) more in Portland, 
Oregon. The continentality subtype is truly oceanic as opposed to extremely 
hyperoceanic.
·      Total annual precipitation averages 2359.6 mm (92.9 in) less in Portland, 
Oregon.
·      There are 297 more hours of sunlight per year in Portland, Oregon.

Multnomah Falls

Oregon coast

--------------------
The Umpqua Valley 
is also known for its 

microbreweries and 
wine-producing 

vineyards. This area 
of Oregon is said to 
be  comparable to 

the vineyards of 
Europe because it 

shares a very similar 
Mediterranean 

climate.
--------------------

Multnomah Falls Crater Lake

Oregon land
less climates, more green

Sports Editor/Copy Chief Hannah Hawkins
Photography by Kristin Flores
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As the title suggests, poor Kermit the Frog really knew 
what he was talking about. In today’s world, terms like 
“eco-friendly”, “sustainability”, and yes, “green”, are com-
monplace buzzwords that have waltzed their way into our 

lexicon, not unlike “grass-fed” or “gluten-free.” 
  However, as much as people may like to think 
they’re doing justice to Mother Earth, far too 
often we fall short. This struggle is especially 
prevalent for college students and others who 
live on a tight budget. 
  During April 4 News & Brews, Ke Kalahea did 
another survey of 10 randomly-selected students; the 
results are in, and here’s what they had to say…
  Perhaps unsurprisingly, people in Hawai‘i are quite famil-
iar with the importance of protecting the environment. As 
our formative years are heavily influenced by what our elders 
teach us, students’ eco-consciousness may have something to do 
with how green their parents before them were – though at least 
one student admitted that “not even recycling” was part of his fam-
ily’s routine. 
  When talking about the environment, the discussion almost 
inevitably veers toward the ultimate dilemma that faces modern 
society: is going green worth losing green? (That is, from our wal-
lets?) UH Hilo seems to think so, the survey suggests. In fact, their 
answers mirror those in response to a poll that the data gurus at 
Nielsen posited to 30,000 people in 60 countries. 
  In their 2015 Global Corporate Sustainability Report, 
Nielsen found that “66 percent of global consumers say 
they’re willing to pay more for sustainable brands – up 5 5 
percent from 2014.”  Taking it further, “73 percent of global millenni-
als are willing to pay extra… up from 50 percent in 2014.” And in a finding 
that may shock those who argue that environmental causes are peddled by the 

likes of Al Gore and other ‘limousine liberals’, the same Nielsen analysis 
stated “Sustainability sentiment is particularly consistent across 

income levels. Those earning $20,000 or less are actually 5 
percent more willing than those with incomes greater than 

$50,000 to pay more for products and services that 
come from companies who are committed to positive 
social and environmental impact (68 percent to 63 
percent).” 
  When it comes to elections, the vast majority of 
students surveyed agreed that a candidate’s stance 
on the environment was significant to them regard-
ing how they vote. For Hawai‘i in particular, the is-

lands’ green culture allows politicians to capitalize on 
voters’ passions concerning the environment. 

  Among many examples of this include U.S. Senator Brian Schatz’s courting of 
environmental interest groups during his 2014 primary election. The senator’s 
success appeared to culminate when he was endorsed by, you guessed it – Al 
Gore. Schatz even attended an eco-themed presentation the former VP gave at 
UH Mānoa back in April of 2014. (Full disclosure: I was an intern for Senator 
Schatz when these events occurred.) 
 In a sign of levity, the final question of the survey elicited the most colorful 
responses from students. When asked if they would date someone who wasn’t 
eco-friendly, the answers ranged from dry indifference to outright scorn. To 
paraphrase one student, “many people who don’t care about the environment 
are just d**** in general.” Others were more guarded in their feelings, though 
many voiced their disapproval of dating someone who engaged in certain un-

healthy habits like smoking. “Cigarettes are a deal-breaker,” said a student. 
“Especially cigarettes,” agreed another. 
  At the end of the day, taking care of our planet – and by extension, ourselves 

– requires a commitment to constantly seek out improvement and to never lose 
sight of the big picture.

Graphic Designer Tiffany Erickson News Writer Brian Wild

“ It’s Not Easy Being Green” 
How students feel about the environment
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Every Spring semester, UH Hilo students have the chance to participate 
in the Break Thru Adventures (BTA) program hosted by the University 
of Hawai`i at Hilo Service Learning office. According to BTA’s official 
website, “Break Thru Adventures is an eco-service program that sup-

ports students, staff, and faculty volunteering throughout the Hawaiian Islands 
in a drug and alcohol-free setting. Students get the opportunity to experience 
another island’s unique environment and culture through volunteer work...
groups of students travel to different islands in the State and serve the local 
communities in various ways. Typically each site comprises of 12 students in-
cluding two student coordinators. BTA is an alternative to a traditional spring 
break vacation. Our program is a service-learning vehicle designed to impact 
students by offering life-changing experiences.” 
  This year’s trip was led by two student leaders: Rosie Lee a second year Marine 
Science major with a Marine Option Program certificate, and Lilly Dorr a third 
year Business major with a Marine Option Program certificate.
  When asked what inspired them to be a leader for this year’s BTA trip Lee 
shared that, “when thinking about my spring plans for 2016, I knew I didn’t 
want to repeat last year; sitting in my residence hall eating frozen food and 
maybe going to the pool once or twice. I try to gear my life to as environmen-
tally conscious as possible. I also wanted to be able to explore other island of 
Hawaii. Through a friend I heard about BTA and I knew it was the right spring 
break trip for me!” For environmentally conscious Lee, this trip was the perfect 
fit. This year students participating in BTA traveled to the Hawaiian island of 
Kauai. “While on island we stayed in Koke’e, Limahuli, and Waipa. This year we 
had eight participants, two student leaders and one student coordinator go on 
the trip,” Lee said. Kauai, also known as ‘the Garden Isle,’ is the oldest island of 
Hawai`i and hosts many sustainability and nature conservation opportunities. 

  While on Kauai, BTA participants had the chance to give back to the `aina via 
preservation projects and volunteering for the local community. “Each location 
provided its own service project. At Koke’e we did invasive species removal and 
ended up removing 6,000 Ginger plants in one day of work - along with the help 
of fellow volunteers and staff! 
“Next we traveled down and across the island to Limahuli where we worked in 
their botanical gardens to remove invasives, fertilize, and mulch to help restore 
the ahupua'a back to its native state. 
“Lastly we headed next door to Waipa where we helped at poi day and was part 
of the team that cleaned Kalo for the 1000 pounds of poi made that day. We also 
did some garden restoration and clean up here as well,” Lee said. 
  Also because BTA is a sustainability-focused program, BTA participants did 
not spend their week living in a resort. “For the first three nights of the trip 
we were spoiled in a nice, but freezing, cabin with beds and full kitchen and 
restroom facilities. However, after leaving Koke’e, each location seemed to get a 
little more ‘earthy’. We camped at Limahuli in tents, but still had full access to a 
modern kitchen and facilities too. The struggle got real, and more fun, once we 
got to Waipa and started camping for real. 
“With cooled water showers, a port-a-potty, and a camp stove that didn’t work 
for the first night at camp, we got real close to nature...and each other. The first 
and third night at the waipa campsite, most of us spent the night under the stars 
directly on the sandy beach with the crabs. The same would have gone for night 
two, except many of the participants crammed themselves into the rental vehi-
cle to avoid the severe thunder and lightning storm, and flash floods. 
“While they bunkered in the car, the rest of us faced a soggy night in the tents 
and water seeped through the not-so-waterproof tents,” Lee said. 

UH Hilo students spend their Spring Break giving back to the `Āina
Break Thru Adventures

by Alexandra Huizar
Photos provided by Break Thru Adventures
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  The BTA participants not only gave back to the `aina and lived amongst it, 
but connected with it as well. “The entire trip was connecting with the `aina. 
Everything from presenting our oli - E Ho Mai - to getting knee deep in chicken 
poo and mud as we fertilized the earth was truly and cultural and connecting 
experience,” Lee said. 
  Working all day in the land and camping all night may of course pose some 
challenges for a group of university students, however Lee shared that their big-
gest challenge was not being away from town.
  “Besides the hot, muggy days in the sun, I’d say our biggest challenge as a group 
was getting through the thunderstorms that encapsulated the entire state. Like I 
said before, most ran for cover while some faced the soggy tents. However, our 
biggest fear was getting swept away by the river that was in a flash flood warning 
sitting 50 feet away from our tents. Every hour at least one person would wake 
up, hobble through the rain and try and not get swept away by the rising river 
as we checked on it. Also, not like our sleep wasn’t already getting disrupted, but 
every few hours everyone with an iphone would get an ear-busting alarm as the 
National Weather Service would update the severe flood warnings.”
  The long trip, although posing some challenges, was true edVenture for the 
BTA participants. “The trip really taught me about the terrestrial life of Hawaii. 
As a Marine Science major, I never really take the time to learn about our land 
plants. The entire trip was an educational adventure! This trip for me was really 
a test of character. The first day or two of the trip were really an interesting 
emotional experience for me. I was having an adventure of a lifetime, but at first 
it felt like I was experiencing it alone because I wasn’t with my original crew [of 
friends]. 
“One night while sitting on a cliff edge and watching the sunset, I was able to 

realize that making new friends is okay. In fact, it's great. After that moment I 
was really able to enjoy the trip with others because I was no longer afraid to do 
something without the home crew and not feel like I was leaving them behind. 
Instead I created friendships that could then become part of my life,” Lee said. 
  “My favorite memory was the last night of the trip. While at our Waipa camp-
site, we created - well attempted to - a little fire out of the soggy shrubbery. For 
nearly three hours we all sat around the fire and talked story and ate marshmal-
lows while telling our deep secrets and funniest stories. T’was the night that a 
group of friends became a family. After the fire we all headed out to the beach 
with our sleeping bags and plopped down under the stars. The next morning we 
all rustled awake as the sunrise peared over the horizon and took the morning 
slow to embrace the last day on the island. One of my favorite things in the 
world is to watch people become friends. And that was no exception with this 
crew. It can be seen in our pictures. When we left the big island, we were more 
or less acquaintances. However, on return, there was no doubt that life long 
friendships had been formed as a see smiles and laughter across everyone's fac-
es as we repeat the same 10 billion inside jokes over and over,” Lee said.
  For more information about BTA you can visit their website at http://hilo.
hawaii.edu/campuscenter/service/BreakThruAdventures.php. If you would like 
to learn more about BTA 2017, or become involved, please email beakthruad-
ventures.uhh@gmail.com or standby for the informational meetings which will 
begin in the Fall semester of 2016. 
  “Future BTAers: don’t be afraid to use a spring break to give back. BTA is a 
cheap, fun and fulfilling way to spend a spring break. Also, allow yourself to 
open up to the group. It's much more satisfying going on an adventure with a 
crew. Don’t let yourself feel alone,” Lee said.

UH Hilo students spend their Spring Break giving back to the `Āina
Break Thru Adventures

by Alexandra Huizar
Photos provided by Break Thru Adventures
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SEVEN PLANTS WE SEE IN HAWAII
Hawaiians have traditionally used plants for food and medicine, describing the practice Laʻau Lapaʻau. Around UH 

Hilo campus alone, you will likely find seven plants that Hawaiians view as key for their first aid kits: Ki, or ti leaf; 
Awapuhi;‘Olena; Noni; Niu; Hau; Mai’a; and Kalo.

  

Ki (ti leaf) - cordyline fruticosa 
 The Ti leaf plant grows wild throughout the tropical Pacific and Southeast Asia, having originated in Asia and Australia. The 
earliest Polynesian settlers introduced this plant to Hawaiians. Hawaiians traditionally planted ti leaf, or “Ki,” around home and 
churches for good luck and protection from harm. Ki was also planted around the lo'I, or taro patch. Ki was considered sacred to 
Hawaii’s Gods Lono and Laka. 
  Kahu, or Hawaiian priests, have also traditionally used Ki to bless a person, a home, or otherwise significant place. The ti leaf 
has also been used to wrap foods or as a band aid over a wound. Wrap a damp ti leaf around the forehead to relieve headaches 
or a fever. Drink the water from boiled green ti leaves for nerve and muscle relaxation. The young ti leaf are used for eye drops. 
  Ti leaves have been used for clothing such as hula skirts, or pa'u, and as rain capes. Ti leaves have been used to make rope and 
lei. The leaves are also used as party decorations. They cover the luau (party) tables and are the greenery in floral arrangements. 
  The pleasantly fragrant flowers of ti leaves are used for asthma. Also, children have used the shoots of the ti leaf to make whistles. 
The ti leaf and plant is common, and everyone recognizes throughout Hawaii nei. Ti leaf is not only used by Hawaiians, but also 
Tahitians, Samoans, Melanesians, Polynesians, and Micronesians.

News Writer Shelbi-Ahlan Shimazu
SEVEN PLANTS WE SEE IN HAWAII

Photographer Zach Gorski

Noni – Morinda citrifolia
  People believed Noni was brought here centuries ago by Polynesian settlers. Noni is a native of 
the Pacific Islands, Asia, and Australia. This plant grows in anywhere where there is sun and the 
fruits can bloom. 
  The noni is diluted to make medicines to treat diabetes, heart troubles, and high blood pressure. 
Noni is also thought to cure other illnesses, including cancer, especially skin cancer. Noni has tra-
ditionally been served as a drink, before eating food, with a blessing by a Kahu of Laʻau Lapaʻau, 
or a doctor of natural medicine. It is best to drink it naturally, but in reality, people drink it with 
mixed juices. 
  Young noni is believed to cure broken bones and muscle aches. Pound the noni and cover af-
fective areas, and wrap them with ki. Leave on for 30 minutes or longer. Although the smell can 
be pungent, Hawaiian believe that the very reference to the noni’s smell could exacerbate existing 
health problems. 
  Also, the Noni juice is used to get rid of ukus (lice), and should be applied to the hair with ginger 
shampoo, or water. Noni is a kinolau (physical manifestation) of Kū, the Hawaiian god of war.  
Hawaiians have added noni in the bath tub with warm water to relieve mosquito bites. It has also 
been used to extract sickness, or even hewa (bad trouble) from a person. 
  Noni will always be the main medicine in Kahuna Lāʻau lapaʻaū. Today, Americans use this 
plant as an energy drink, mixed up with mango, coconut, green tea and presented as a smoothie.

Niu — (Coconut) Cocos Nucifera
  Coconut originated from Polynesia, and is the most easily recognized, best-known palm in the 
world. Traditionally, coconut palm is planted at the birth of kamaʻāina. The palm is the most 
useful plant of the tropics. The coconut juice can be drank, and the meat inside can be eaten.  
The coconut has been used for shampoo, skin care, and to make crafts and implements (for 
hula).  The coconut shell can be a bowl, or a hula dancer’s bra. Palm fronds have been used for 
house thatching, hats, baskets, furniture, mats, cordage, clothing, charcoal, brooms, fans, and 
ornaments. 
  Hawaiians recommend chewing the meat of the coconut to aid with indigestion or constipation. 
Hawaiians makes haupia, a dessert from coconut meat and juice. Don’t drink too much of the 
coconut water, Hawaiians say, or you’ll get diarrhea. The bark of the palm tree is used to make 
a pahu, or drum for hula. Hawaiians believe that the coconut is a symbol of a love. The coconut 
tree husk is used as a “Shoo away hand broom” to cast away negative energy. Coconuts are not 
only used by Hawaiians, but also Tahitians, Samoans, Filipinos, Thai, Chinese, and Americans.

Hau — Hibiscus Tiliaceus
  Hau grows wild in all Pacific areas, including, Melanesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia. Hau is 
often used for make canoe outriggers. Traditionally, Hau was planted along the shoreline where 
fishing was kapu (forbidden). Cork-like Hau wood pieces have been used as floats on fishnets; 
its soft wood has also been used to make flower. The flower is a true hibiscus. Slimy juicy saps 
found in the dome of the flower bud and in the bark have been used as medicine. The buds of 
the flowers are chewed and eaten for a dry throat. The bark has been used for chest congestion.  
Hau has also aided in childbirth. Hau, according to Hawaiian mythology, is the sister of Hina. 
Tahitians believe that Hau is the grandchild of Heaven and Earth. Hau represents transitory 
nature of human life. 
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SEVEN PLANTS WE SEE IN HAWAIISEVEN PLANTS WE SEE IN HAWAII
Mai'a  — Banana- Musa paradisiaca
  The banana originated from India, but has traditionally been a staple food for Hawaiians, hav-
ing been brought here in the earliest canoes of Polynesian settlers. The banana has been at the 
heart of myths, and was said to have been a plant that grew in the biblical Garden of Eden. The 
banana is a considered essential to Pacific island life. There are many uses for the banana tree. 
  Bananas are considered high quality good source of potassium and vitamins A, B and C. They 
are all fair source phosphorus and contain some calcium and iron. Bananas were kapu for a 
woman to eat under penalty of death until early of 1800s. The peel of the banana has been used 
for skin rashes and bites, since there are oils and minerals on the peel. Banana leaves are used for 
roof of the houses, raincoats, hats, imu covers, tablecloths, lei needles and as temporary mats. 
The dried trunk is used to support a person with a fractured limb. Medicinally, bananas have 
been used for asthma, and the ripe banana fruit peel can be smashed and taken for constipation. 
The peel of ripe bananas can be pounded and used as an antibiotic for open cuts and skin care. 
Samoans cook Vazhaipoo, a type of curry that is one of their staple dishes, out of bananas.

Kalo — Taro-Colocasia Esculenta Antiquorum
Kalo grows wild only in Hawaii, having originated from the Hawaiian people and their ancestral 
Polynesian settlers. Hawaiians believe that kalo, or taro, formed from the first born son of Wākea 
(sky father), and Papa and Wākea’s daughter Ho'okūokalani. Halōanakalaukapilili was the given 
name that grew into the Kalo plant. 
  Kalo grows in a Lo'i (taro patch). The taro patch needs lots of water and a clean pond of mud.  
There are many uses with Kalo plants; kalo is the greatest life force of all foods, especially the 
primary foods of the Hawaiian people. It must be fully steamed. The company of the taro plant 
was used to make good variety of foods such as: Poi, Kūlolo, and chunks of kalo as main dish. 
Today people make Taro chips just like potato chips. The leaf and stem are used to make fish 
laulau. The leaf is similar to spinach. 
  The Kalo leaf was used surgical as a healing medicine for deep big wounds. The fresh picked 
leaf of the Kalo can cure big cuts that can heal ripped muscles, and can help increase healing. 
The fresh leaf picked from the Kalo plant and Kahu of Laʻau Lapaʻau stuffs the Lau in the wound 
when the patient sleeps contently. Wrap ki leaf around the affected area. 

Awapuhi (ginger) and ‘Olena (Turmeric)
  This plant was originated in India, and was distributed eastward through Polynesia, and intro-
duced to these islands in the canoes of early settlers. The Hawaiians uses leaves and stalks which 
are fragrances, used for baking in the imu (underground oven). 
  The spicy smelling root has many uses crushed ginger and turmeric are used as several med-
icines that relieves toothaches, stomach aches, spa care: regrows hair on bald spots, the sap of 
ginger and turmeric relieves pain in ear. 
  The flower was used as hair decorations, leis for hula dancers to give aloha to tourists. Ginger 
and turmeric are also used as spices for main dishes, and beverages like teas. Everyone drinks to 
soothe sore throat and sick. 
  ʻOlena has a yellow color root that can dye tapa cloths, used part of art paint.This plant has 
many connections to families: Therefore, the ginger family will always be in one. The roots take 
care of families like us. the most beautiful is the flower. The Pua ‘Olena symbolizes purity, flowers 
are not only white but also yellow, pink and red.. It takes about five to 10 years to grow out the 
flowers.

In my opinion, la’au lapa’au healing is the best healing before going to the doctor. Everyone must make decisions; either go be healed naturally first or just go 
straight to a doctor who does use technologies and medicines. Everyone has connection with our ʻaina and the plants that surrounds everyone. Therefore, in 

the end we can live indeed healthy just like other cultures.  We must urge our selves as great students by eating the right foods and partaking in medicines that are 
natural and very effective cures.
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Growing up in St. Charles, Mo., Nate Green loved to fish and hunt with 
his father and grandfather.  His grandfather was a huge influence in his 
life and taught him life lessons that he would carry on for a lifetime. At a 
young age, Nate and his grandfather started traveling around Missouri 

and going on adventures.
  That is around the age that Nate found a great love for the water. During the sum-
mers, it was impossible to get him out of the water. “My favorite time of the year 
would definitely have to be summer. I don’t have school to worry about. I just play 
baseball with my friends and find adventures to go on,” Green said.
  Green’s favorite summer time hobbies when off the baseball diamond are long-
boarding and wakeboarding. “I am a boarder. Anything sport that has a board, I 
am all about it,” Green said. During the hot summer days, he especially loves going 
to the lake and wakeboarding with his friends.
  Wakeboarding is a great way to have fun and also exercise. He spends countless 
hours a day out on the lake having a blast with both family and friends. Green’s love 
for the water would only grow greater when moving to Hawaii.
  Baseball has opened possibilities for Green that he could have never imagined. 
One day he got a phone call from UH Hilo Baseball Recruiting Coordinator Mar-
vin Min, and his life changed forever.
  Green got to the chance to meet him in person when Coach Marv traveled out to 
Missouri to watch him play. They met and instantly felt a connection. They talked 
baseball, life, and about Hawaii.

Nate The Great: Adventure ExtraordinaireNate The Great: Adventure ExtraordinaireNate The Great: Adventure Extraordinaire

'This island has shaped a lot of who I am.'
- Nate Green

Sports Writer Eric Vega
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  Green knew UH Hilo was the place for him. “I really clicked with Coach Marv 
and we both had the same knowledge of the game. I knew I would learn a lot more 
from him,” Green said.
From that point on, Nate knew that UH Hilo was going to be his home for the next 
two years. It was a mixture of Marvin and Nate’s chemistry and knowing he gets to 
spend two years on beautiful Hawaii.
  Living in Hawaii has always been a dream of Green’s. He has been just about 
everywhere in the United States, other than Hawaii. He knew taking this offer to 
play baseball for University of Hawaii at Hilo was going to be a once in a lifetime 
opportunity.
  As soon as Green arrived on the Big Island of Hawaii he was instantly hooked on 
the adventures. He and his roommates and teammates look for any reason to go 
out and explore the beautiful island.
  “To me the ‘aina is a lot more than just a place to live. This place has truly become 
my home,” Green said. He has a new found love for the island and takes every sec-
ond he can to appreciate the beauty of it.
  No matter what path in life Green takes, he will keep the experiences of Hawaii 
with him. This will stick with him for eternity. “Between the strong aloha spirit 
of the people and the beautiful adventures that it has taken me on, this island has 
helped shape a lot of who I am,” Green said.

Nate The Great: Adventure ExtraordinaireNate The Great: Adventure ExtraordinaireNate The Great: Adventure Extraordinaire
Personal pictures provided by Nate Green

'This island has shaped a lot of who I am.'
- Nate Green
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Nah Brah by Tiffany Erickson
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What is the first thing that comes to mind with the label survivor? A person who lived through a war, a tragic accident, or a 
big epidemic in their environment? The survivors we speak of survived a long battle with an epidemic that is well known 
in our world-- cancer. According to Merrian-Webster, to survive is “to be alive; continue existing” and the Colleges Against 
Cancer (CAC), a Registered Independent Student Organization (RISOs), honored Survivors March 11 at their Relay for Life 

Survivorship Banquet.
  The attendees of the Survivorship Banquet include the community and University of Hawaii at Hilo (UH Hilo) faculty members, staff and 
students. Being their first year as Survivor/Caregiver banquet & Mission Delivery Co-chairs, Michelle Hanson and Hazel Tagalicud, UH Hilo 
Nursing student seniors, explain the Survivorship Banquet as  “a time where we honor our (community) cancer survivors and caregivers.”
  Hanson and Tagalicud were the masterminds for the Survivorship Banquet and were in charge of providing the needed information about 
the different cancers for those who participated in UH Hilo’s Relay For Life.
  Dr. Kay Daub, a breast cancer survivor and attendee at the Survivorship Banquet, spoke with the co-chairs about her battle against cancer.

  “I felt so much strength in my family, my inner self, in my friends and those that helped me navigate this journey, such as my doctors, nurses, 
surgeons and specialists,” Daub said. When Daub learned of her “shockingly invasive” second primary tumor, her son escorted her and her 
husband to her meeting with the oncologist where the oncologist assured him that his truck-like mother would become “rust proof.”

  Daub not only had her husband and son but she had colleagues who gave her company, liquids and presents when she went through chemo-
therapy.

  “I felt so connected and wanted to be a strong person not only for myself but for everyone around me,” Daub said.
 She never dwelled on the negativities and believes hope is the courage that allows us to believe in oneself and the people around us. For those who 
are currently fighting cancer, cancer survivors, or are caregivers, Daub advises to do three things: “(Get) a clinical exam, your own exam, and a 

mammogram,” and adds to eat clean and relax your mind. “No sense stressing about Manini kine of stuffs!!!! And who cares who gets all frazzled out, 
holo mua! My Dad always said ‘li(f)e goes on’ and he also used to say, ‘cool head, maintain’ and yes I follow his words,” Daub said.

  Although Hanson and Tagalicud were put into their positions because of a “collaborative health, leadership, and management practicum for their 
major,” they would volunteer again for the cause and personal purposes of Relay For Life.

  For future committee chair members, Hanson says to “create a timeline for the tasks you will need to complete. This will help you stay on top of things 
and make sure that everything is not left until the last minute and to attend all (almost all) of the Relay meetings.”
  Both also advise to not be afraid to ask for help because the committee will be happy to help you when you need it.
  For those who would like more information or be involved in UH Hilo’s 2017 Relay For Life, please follow UH Hilo Relay For Life on Facebook and 
Instagram for updates or email uhhrelay@hawaii.edu for any questions.

Relay For Life Survivorship BanquetRelay For Life Survivorship BanquetContributing Writer Kristin Dugquem
Graphic Designer Alexandra Huizar

FREE HONOR CORDS FOR UH HILO GRADUATING VETERANS
UH Hilo Registrar’s Office is giving red, white, and blue honor cords to all 

UH Hilo veterans graduating in Spring 2016!

WHO: 
Veterans, Active Duty, Reserve, and 

National Guard members may 
receive an honor cord to wear at the 
Spring 2016 Hilo Commencement.

WHY: 
Honor cords represent the sacrifice, 

service, and commitment to 
excellence that all veterans share.

HOW: 
Bring proof of veteran status (DD-214), 

VA ID card, or military ID.

WHERE & WHEN: 
Pick up at the UH Hilo 

Registrar’s office by May 13th.

UH Hilo Registrar’s Office
Student Services Center (SSC)

Room E-101
Monday - Friday, 
7:45AM - 4:30PM

For more information, contact the UH Hilo 
Registrar’s Office at (808) 932-7447 or 

uhhro@hawaii.edu. Visit us online at 
http://hilo.hawaii.edu/registrar/veteran.php

Nah Brah by Tiffany Erickson
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In all the hullabaloo of Spring Break and midterms, a very notable event 
occurred at the end of March: Hawai‘i Democrats held their caucus vote to 
determine how many delegates Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders would 
receive going into the party’s July convention in Philadelphia. In an im-

pressive feat, Senator Sanders won nearly 70 percent of the vote against Secre-
tary Clinton; this was Clinton’s second defeat in Hawai‘i, as onetime local boy 
Barack Obama similarly trounced her in the state’s 2008 caucus. This victory 
coincided with Sanders’ wins in Alaska and Washington, which voted March 
26 along with Hawai‘i. 
  As Sanders proclaimed when he won Wisconsin’s primary April 5, “we have 
now won seven out of eight of the last caucuses and primaries.” However, 
in what will arguably be the biggest test for Sanders and Clinton, New York 
will vote tomorrow, April 19. The stakes for Clinton, especially, are high: this 
is her adopted home state, after all, which she represented in the U.S. Senate 
for eight years. If Sanders comes close or even beats her there, it would be the 
game-changing moment Sanders will need if he has any hope of earning the 
Democratic nomination. 
  Overall, students at UH Hilo seem to have reacted favorably to Sanders per-
forming well in Hawai‘i. 
  “I’d choose him any day over Trump or Clinton,” Raenette Hernando, a junior 
studying nursing, said. Hernando was quick to say, however, that she was un-
able to caucus for Sanders. 
  “I haven’t even registered to vote yet,” she said, adding “I’m not even sure where 
to go to register.” 

  Austin McGuire, a performing arts major, was more skeptical of Sanders, say-
ing “I think he’s too soft on defense issues.” Though McGuire says he doesn’t 
follow politics too closely, he appeared to concede that making your voice heard 
has a consequence: 
“If you don’t vote, don’t b****.” 
  Citing the senator’s time as a young activist in the ‘60s, sophomore Talisa Cald-
well said “I really like that he’s been for civil rights for so long.”  
  As my colleague Shelbi Shimazu pointed out, ‘mālama i ka ‘āina’ is a powerful 
aphorism in Hawaiian life. Caldwell, who studies agriculture, wholeheartedly 
embraces this mindset. 
 “When I first started working on a farm, I learned about the importance of 
food, and how it’s such a huge part of our lives. Many people today don’t know 
anything about how to grow food or where food comes from.” 
Because of this, she laments that “farming is now like a dying art… it’s a hard 
job that expends a lot of money.” 
  As for who she plans on voting for in November, Caldwell says “I haven’t 
studied Bernie’s positions on the environment too much… but I like what I see, 
he’s a good guy.” In any case, Caldwell affirms that a big political priority is the 
welfare of the ‘āina. 
  “Hilo is a good community where people respect ‘āina… Too many people in 
America don’t know its purpose, too focused on building development.” Lastly, 
with a glimmer of hope in her voice, “we should go back to our roots. I think we 
still have a chance,” Caldwell said. 

Photo Courtesy of the Associated Press 

‘...I like what I see, he’s a good guy.’
 - sophomore Talisa Caldwell 

News Writer Brian Wild

Vermont senator continues to rain on Hillary’s parade
Hawai‘i Feels the Bern 
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Turn21 is a group of committed and concerned citizens of the planet dedicated to preserving the only world we have,” Craig Litwin, a fellow advocate associ-
ated with Turn21, said. On the 21 day of each month there is a call for action which is trying to spark everyone’s concerns about our planet and encourage 
them to be activists for at least one day a month if nothing more. 
  Turn21 has worked with groups in Ghana and Greece, but the United States is the major concern due to the amount of pollution it produces daily. It is 

because of that pollution, we find that the U.S is where most of the efforts are centered.
  On April 21, seven groups involved in Turn21, as affiliates, will be showcased due to their efforts around the globe on Turn21’s website. These groups are Transi-
tion U.S, Culture Change and the Sail Transport Network, Daily Acts, Arthur Morgan Institute for Community Solutions, Resilience.org, Green Mountain College, 
and The Land Institute. In May, they will be showing different and new affiliates as they join. During the month, a spotlight will be maintained on the Resilience 
Challenge, a challenge issued by Daily Acts.  
  A small group of people who share the same mindset of wanting to change the situation Earth is currently in, they want to reduce the footprints the generations 
before us have left behind and to preserve what we have left for future generations. In coming up with a name, the group wanted it to be catchy, for people to re-
member the name, therefore remembering to take action.  They named it Turn21 because we are in the 21st century and the idea that it is time for many people to 
mature and take charge in the care and maintenance of our planet.  They then decided to associate it with the 21st of each month so people would remember the 
day for taking action.
  Litwin joined with Turn21 because of the idea of simple, while still impactful actions that everyone can take to eventually change the world we live in. He is looking 
for masses of people to join him in his efforts by making a conscious choice to limit your footprint by begging the question “how else are we ever going to reverse 
climate change, feed an exponentially growing human population, restore our oceans, rebuild topsoil, reduce energy use, convert from a carbon economy and stop 
thinking that perpetual growth on a finite system is a basis for an economy or culture?”
  Litwin has been working as an activist since he was 18, when he received signatures for California’s medical cannabis initiative. His success with that has followed 
him, continuing to propel him in his other advocacy pursuits. He ran for a local office at 22 and was elected at the age of 24 to a Green Party majority city council 
seat where he served for eight years. He does consultancy work primarily in permaculture, politics, and cannabis. Litwin has worked for over 20 years to legalize 
cannabis.
  Anyone who is concerned about the wellbeing of our planet Earth can take part in these callings with Turn21. There are no fees of any variety to join, as it is com-
pletely free. You may participate as an individual, in an affinity group, or in pre-existing groups and organizations which sets Turn21 apart from other advocacy 
programs. If you are interested in learning more Turn21’s website is Turn21.org or you can contact admin@turn21.org

A Call for Action
Contributing Writer Daisy Stewart

‘It starts with a choice to get involved, and we end it 
with a successful movement.’ -  Craig Litwin
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Remembering the 1946 “April Fools’” Tsunami 

On April 1, 1946, an 8.6-magnitude undersea earthquake near the 
Aleutian Islands in Alaska triggered a massive tsunami that killed 
159 people in Hawaiʻi and caused over $26 million in damage. The 
tsunami generated waves that were estimated to be as high as 50-60 

feet in some areas of Hawaiʻi. The tidal wave reached a height of about 30 feet 
in Hilo and Laupāhoehoe where most of the deaths occurred. With no warning 
system, the deadly tsunami was completely unexpected and took all by surprise. 
This devastating event led to the creation of the Seismic Sea-Wave Warning 
System in 1949, which is known today as the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center. 
Now, to commemorate the lives lost in 1946 and subsequent tsunami events, 
April is designated as Tsunami Awareness Month in Hawaiʻi. 
  One of the main goals of Tsunami Awareness Month is to educate the commu-
nity on the dangers of a tsunami and how to identify, prepare, and respond to 
the threat of one. Tsunamis can occur at anytime with little warning. 
  According to the Pacific Tsunami Museum, “tsunamis are caused by violent 
seafloor movement associated with earthquakes, landslides, lava entering the 
sea, seamount collapse, or meteorite impact,” although the most common cause 
is earthquakes. Most tsunamis occur along the basin of the Pacific Ocean, also 
known as the ‘Ring of Fire.’ This is due to the large amount of volcanic activity 
and tectonic plate shifts that trigger earthquakes in the area. According to the 
United States Geological Survey, roughly 90 percent of the world’s earthquakes 
occur within the Ring of Fire. Because Hawaiʻi is located smack-dab in the mid-
dle of the Pacific Ocean, the islands are especially vulnerable to tsunamis gener-
ated from large earthquakes around the Ring of Fire.
  Although a Pacific-wide or distant tsunami can reach Hawaiʻi within a matter 
of hours, a locally generated tsunami in Hawaiʻi can strike within minutes be-
fore warning sirens can even sound. In this event, knowing the natural warning 
signs of a tsunami could save not only your life, but the lives of those around 
you. 
  One of the main characteristics of a tsunami is the ocean water receding unusu-
ally rapidly or far, so that large portions of the ocean floor are exposed. The 1946 
tsunami devastated a school located on Laupāhoehoe peninsula after curiosity 
moved students and teachers to walk out to the ocean floor after the first set of 
smaller and harmless tidal waves left fish flopping around on the beach. The 
next set of waves were much larger and proved to be deadly, killing 25 people 
including 16 students and five teachers of Laupāhoehoe school. 
  It is important for people to remember that the real power/danger of a tsuna-
mi might not be within the first set of tidal waves. The devastation of the 1946 
tsunami highlighted the importance of tsunami education in addition to the 
establishment of proper warning systems. 
  The Pacific Tsunami Museum (PTM) located in Hilo has served as a site for 
promoting public tsunami education for the people of Hawai'i and visitors 
around the world since its inception in June 1998. Today, PTM receives approx-

imately 20,000 visitors annually. “As the only tsunami museum in the US, we 
have a responsibility that we take very seriously to promote awareness to save 
lives and to honor those lost in previous tsunami events,” Barbara Muffler, Cu-
rator for PTM, said. 
  According to PTM, the Museum's mission is to promote tsunami education, 
preserve history, and serve as a “living memorial” to those who have lost their 
lives in a tsunami. PTM supports and regularly hosts community outreach pro-
grams and events, such as the annual tsunami story festival and educational field 
trips for schools within the community. “We promote awareness through the 
exhibits that we have built since the museum's inception (12 to date), the repeat 
school and other groups that visit, our relationship with other agencies such as 
Hawai'i Emergency Management, NOAA, USGS, ITIC, PTWC, and other gov-
ernmental agencies,” Muffler said.
  PTM has not only benefited the local community, but has also made significant 
accomplishments that have benefited communities nationally and internation-
ally. “Periodically we host speakers from various agencies to address topics of 
interest, such as information for businesses to be tsunami-ready,” Muffler said. 
“In the past, we conducted a Tsunami Fair at the Kress Building, and we have 
participated in the Disaster Preparedness Fair at Kea‘au High School; we have 
produced publications such as the ‘How to Prepare Your Business for the Next 
Tsunami’ and ‘Tsunami Education: A Blueprint for Coastal Communities;’ and 
our scientific advisors have conducted hundreds of survivor interviews in areas 
struck by tsunamis, such as Samoa, Indian Ocean countries, and Alaska.”   
  To commemorate Tsunami Awareness Month, PTM hosted a free, open-house 
event to showcase a brand new Science Room and interactive exhibit April 16. 
According to Muffler, in addition to the Science Room, the Museum has plans to 
add an updated documentary containing survivor stories, science background, 
safety information, and Hilo history for presentation in PTM’s “Vault Theater.” 
The Museum will also be remodeling its “Story of Hilo” exhibit, and will be add-
ing a piece of debris from the Japan tsunami to its “Japan 2011 Tsunami” exhibit. 
  In addition, although it may be out of reach now, PTM has a long-term goal of 
largely expanding the museum to another level by incorporating the mezzanine, 
a level that currently resides above the ceiling. “There could be another whole 
floor of exhibits, since we are presently restricted by floor space,” Muffler said. 
  Pacific Tsunami Museum is located at 130 Kamehameha Ave. in Hilo. Hours 
are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday. Admission into the museum is $8 
for the general public, $7 for Seniors and Kama‘aina, $4 for children ages 6-17, 
and free for toddlers ages 5 and under. To contact PTM, call (808) 935-0926 or 
email tsunami@tsunami.org. For more information, visit PTM’s website (www.
tsunami.org). To learn more about Tsunami Awareness Month and tsunami 
safety in general, visit the Hawaiʻi Emergency Management Agency (scd.hawaii.
gov), National Weather Service “TsunamiReady” (www.tsunamiready.noaa.
gov), and the International Tsunami Information Center (itic.ioc-unesco.org).

Graphic Designer Tiffany EricksonNews Writer Aspen Mauch

The Pacific Tsunami Museum
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MAHALO TO THOSE WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE KE 
KALAHEA MEDIA SYMPOSIUM 

Ke Kalahea, Board of Student Publications, Big Island Press Club, Campus Center, Kawamoto 
Store, KTA Super Stores, Hilo Coffee Mill, One-Ton Chips, University of Hawaii Hilo Student 
Association, University Radio Hilo, Demian Barrios, Chad Blair, Nancy Cook Lauer, Barbara 
Hastings, Amy Hennessey, Ashley Kierkiewicz, Denise Laitinen, Brent Norris, Mindy Penny-

backer, Jeff Portnoy, Michael Shapiro, Karin Stanton, Don Wallace, Julie Ziemelis

 
MAHALO TO KE KALAHEA AND BOSP PRESENTERS

 Matthew Arellano, Harley Broyles, Sadie Dossett, Zachary Gorski, Hannah Hawkins, and Brit-

ni Schock

 
MAHALO TO SENATORIAL CANDIDATES

Janis Cowser, Greggor Ilagan, and Russell Ruderman for participating in the senatorial candi-

date forum

 
MAHALO TO SENATORIAL CANDIDATE FORUM MODERATORS

Todd Belt and Sherry Bracken

 
MAHALO TO SENATORIAL CANDIDATE FORUM TIME KEEPERS

Daisy Stewart and Brian Wild

 
MAHALO TO THOSE INVOLVED IN THE PLANNING AND

 ORGANIZATION OF THE SYMPOSIUM
Sadie Dossett, Tiffany Edwards Hunt, Alexandra Huizar, Destiny Rodriguez, Britni Schock, Dai-

sy Stewart, and Brian Wild
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